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TCEA payed for Nate Slaymaker and myself to attend the California Association of 
Directors of Activities state convention for three days in San Diego, CA for professional 
development. As a TCEA member and Activities Director of TCHS this afforded me the 
opportunity to learn and collaborate with my peers. Nate attended as our Link Crew advisor to 
network with other Link advisors. The convention was very enlightening and invigorating. 
Between the two us we attended 18 training seminars.  

Nate was able to learn more about the mental health crisis affecting our teenage 
students and how we as educators can support our students. He attended a few seminars on 
the topic and learned that the electronic age of this generation has affected teenagers’ 
interpersonal communication habits more than we know. He plans to determine which of the 
strategies learned can best aid our students at TCHS and how to implement more programs 
that will address mental health awareness and need. 

One thing I learned and would like to share with our members is a plug-in for Google 
Sheets called “Autocrat”. Autocrat is the Google version of Microsoft’s mail merge. I am now 
using it to create and manage better Google forms. For example our ASB Officer application is 
now 100% online including the legal parent signature parts. Using autocrat, once the student 
hits submit both they and their parent are automatically emailed a copy of the form. This 
ensures that the parents are aware of the submission. In addition to that autocrat also emails 
the student’s teacher to ask for a recommendation which is also collected via Google Forms. 
Autocrat allows the Google Form results to be output into an easy to display doc. The best part 
of using this is that I no longer have stacks of paper in my office. It also allows me to have 
students submit videos as part of their application removing some of the need for extensive 
interviews. Email me at mkidd@tcusd.net if you are interested in training videos on the use of 
autocrat.  
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